
Make your own SimHerd analysis
From A to Z
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Click on Brugerlogin
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1. Choose language
2. Enter Username (your e-mail address)
3. And password (simherd)
4. Put a tick mark in the box
5. Click on ”Log in”

1.                            2.                                     3.         4.            5.



The other three buttons
• Synchronize: Communicate with the cattle database. This is only operational in Denmark
• Education: Upload a standard 200-cow herd. This is used for teaching on universities and agricultural schools
• Genetics: Perform an analysis on the value of NTM (Vikinggenetics)

6. Click on Health
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8. Choose
GERMANY in 

case your
country is not 

in the list
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7. Enter name and herd ID

Jönsson

12345

Germany



Jönsson

12345
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9. Enter basic data

120

11000

0,35

0,17

Germany
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10. Choose your levels that
best represent your herd

Either choose a ”Low, Average and High” 
level if you only know that your herd is 
under- or overperforming or just average. 
Or enter the Exact values if you know them.

”Low” and ”High” represent the 25% of the 
Danish herds with the lowest and highest
value for this parameter, respectively.

Point at the ”questions marks” with your
mouse, to go explanations on the key-figures
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11b. Click on ”Enter in more 
detail” in case you want to 
specify that the Metabolic
diseases only concern Milk 
fever (for example!) 

See next page.

11a. Click on Run SØA: the 
analysis starts, which means
you are finished. Go to page 13
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12. Scroll all the way down

Here you can enter more details (Breed and 
Organic; see the circles). 

Read the question marks behind the key-figures.
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13. Choose specific levels*

14. Click on ”Save”

15. Click on ”Calibration”

* You entered 10 ”Metabolic diseases” on page 8. Then SimHerd assumes, that 5 of the 10 are milk fever, 3 are ketosis and 2 is displaced abomasum; this 5:3:2 

distribution is always used. But you clicked on ”Enter in more detail” on page 8, so that you can enter that this herd only has trouble with Milk fever here.
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16. Click on Health
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17. Click on OK

18. Go to ”Overview”
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You can also just run one
scenario at a time, just like you
did in the exercises: 

19. Click on ”Create NEW 
Scenario”.

But since the ”Health analysis” 
is running now, and has to be
finished before you can run 
more scenarios.

20. Go to ”Overview herds” 
to start with your next herd

Here below, all 23 scenarios that are in the ”Health 
analysis” are created and being simulated now. We
can’t go into them to see until the whole analysis is 
finished (=you received an e-mail)
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21. Click on ”Health” again to start 
with a new herd (see page 4).

Once you received your pdf in the 
mail, you can go in here again, to run 
scenarios one-at-a-time


